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Executive Summary 

The iPad has proven to be yet another hit consumer product from Apple. Currently it's 
dominating the market with two revisions of the iPad, which from the publisher's standpoint 
fortunately have the same display. Other manufacturers have introduced multiple competitors 
to the iPad with many different form factors, but with questionable success. Nevertheless it's 
most probable that the competitors will catch up and the tablet market will consist of many 
devices with different display formats. This leads to a problematic situation with visually rich 
layout of the magazines. 

Magazines are usually financed by advertising and with a purchase price or a paid 
subscription. To the readers the incentive to buy the magazine is the high-quality editorial 
content packaged in a visually rich product, which has usually been a glossy printed 
magazine. The challenge in starting to sell digital magazines is that the readers presumably 
want at least same content in visually as rich package and with an equivalent easy-to-use 
experience of the printed glossy paper. The visually rich experience is the product of graphic 
design profession, which has developed as a profession for decades. The problem is that 
magazine graphic design has always been able to rely on a fixed canvas, the dimensions of the 
paper. In the digital environment the content need to adapt to different display dimensions. 

Most currently sold digital magazines are created with additional plugins made for the 
desktop publishing software, which has traditionally been used for static layout. This type of a 
manual layout for different display sizes is very expensive and the premise is to make the 
layout more dynamic. Many of the previous work in making dynamic layout has suffered in 
terms of visuality. The benefit of this work compared to many of the previous work, is 
HTML5 and other new web technologies that have developed tremendously in past few years. 
As all digital platforms have a browser, a standardized language for content (HTML5) and 
styling (CSS3) is much more efficient than trying to create custom solutions. 

Other thins to consider in before digital magazines can really become popular is the usability 
and legibility of the magazine. New digital platforms offer all kinds of new features for 
navigating and interacting with the magazine. Best conventions haven't yet been fixed and 
usability studies are critically important in trying to form these guidelines for new platforms. 

This report describes the work done in the Dynamic layout solutions Task in Crossmedia 
Work package. This has been written from the standpoint of the work done in the Aalto 
SCI/Media1. Other partners involved in this work are Aalto ARTS/Media2, Anygraaf, Sanoma 
Magazines Finland and STT-Lehtikuva.  

                                                
1 Department of Media Technology at Aalto University School of Science 
2 Department of Media at Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture 
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1 Introduction 

The goal of this activity was to evaluate the usability of the dynamic layout 
prototypes developed in the task. The plan was to conduct user experiments and 
evaluate the different systems based on the visuality and usability. In the end the 
evaluation was divided in to two experiments. The first experiments concentrated 
on usability and visuality of the layout (reported in Ida-Maria Kivelä's Master 
thesis manuscript Aesthetic measures for automated magazine layout for tablet 
devices3). The second experiments reported here concentrated on the usability and 
efficiency of the magazines. 

                                                
3 http://tivit.dicole.net/wiki/show/657/Deliverables_Task_2 
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2 Material 

Sanoma Magazine Finland's (SMF) Tietokone-lehti was selected as the test 
magazine. Tietokone-lehti is a technology magazine with a target audience that 
consists of technology minded early adopters. There is already a professionally 
laid out iPad magazine sold in Apple App Store and therefore it served as a good 
test magazine. 

2.1 Print magazine 

The print magazine has been laid out using Adobe InDesign. SMF provided the 
InDesign-files with full-quality images and fonts. The magazine consists of 24 
InDesign-files with each including one article plus a cover-page. One article was 
an event calendar, which wasn't included in the Tietokone iPad app and was 
therefore excluded. Figure 1 includes screenshots of the print layout of three 
different pages, which can be used for comparison with other screenshots of the 
different systems in Figure 4, Figure 8, and Figure 12. 

 
Figure 1 - Three pages of the print magazine. Contents-page (left), column-article 
(middle) and picture-rich review article (right). 

2.2 iPad magazine (App Store) 

iPad magazine has been professionally laid out for the size of the iPad display. A 
software solution by Woodwing was used for the iPad version. In a sense it is a 
replica of the print-version with some added interactivity. The magazine only 
works in the portrait orientation. The app used in the test is named Tietokone 
(version 1.6) and made with Woodwing. The current app sold in the App Store is 
named Tietokone for iPad4 version (1.0), which is a static PDF-style magazine. 

 

                                                
4 http://itunes.apple.com/app/tietokone-for-ipad/id479485857?mt=8 
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Figure 2 - Tietokone and Tietokone for iPad app logos. 

Figure 3 shows the store within the Tietokone app where new issues of the 
magazine can be bought. The selected issue for our tests is the 2011 June 
(Kesäkuu) issue5. 

 
Figure 3 - Store in the Tietokone app. 

Figure 4 includes screenshots of three different parts of the magazine in the 
Tietokone app. 

 

                                                
5 http://www.tietokone.fi/lehti/tietokone_6_2011 
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Figure 4 - Screenshots of Tietokone-app. Contents-page (left), column-article 
(middle) and picture-rich review article (right). 

The content is paginated so that swiping up and down does navigation within an 
article. The navigation between articles by swiping left and right. Tapping the 
bottom part of the display also shows a navigation bar shown in Figure 5, which 
can be used for navigation between articles. Tapping the article title on the 
contents page will navigate to the article in question. 

 
Figure 5 - Tietokone app navigation bar. 

Some of the images in the magazine have some added interactivity. Figure 6 
shows screenshots of a full screen image gallery function, which is used in some 
articles. Left screenshot shows one page of the article layout and by tapping the 
top-left image; a full-screen gallery opens of which a screenshot is shown on the 
right. The same image in different systems is also shown in Figure 12 and Figure 
14 for comparison. 
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Figure 6 - Screenshots of the Tietokone-app image gallery type. 

In addition to the full-screen image gallery feature in the app, different types of 
image interaction types are included with screenshots shown in Figure 7. Top-left 
screenshots include a frame-style image, which is only shown partly and can be 
navigated within the page by sliding left-and-right. Top-right screenshots include 
small images laid out in the article, which enlarge when tapped. Bottom-left 
screenshots include a product sheet, with a full-screen view with additional detail 
opens when tapped. The bottom-right screenshots include small images laid out in 
the article, which enlarge with additional details when tapped. 

 
Figure 7 - Screenshots of other Tietokone-app image interaction types. 

2.3 AnyReader (Anygraaf) 

AnyReader6 is cross-platform publishing solution by Anygraaf. They've 
implemented their own XML-publishing solution into their editorial systems and 
they offer a reader application for users in multiple different platform, including 
the iPad. The content is laid out in the device and their solution is an adaptive way 
to make the optimal layout for each window/display size. Figure 8 includes 
screenshots of three different parts of the magazine in AnyReader. 

                                                
6 http://www.anygraaf.fi/fin/eng_frontpage/anyreader_700755.html 
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Figure 8 - Screenshots of AnyReader. Contents-page (left), column-article (middle) 
and picture-rich review article (right) - landscape orientation on top and portrait on 
bottom. 

The navigation in AnyReader differs the most from the other solutions. 
AnyReader includes different level views of the magazine. The top level is 
paginated into multiple pages, which are navigable with swiping left and right or 
by tapping the navigation bar on the bottom shown in Figure 9. The top-level 
view shows only previews of articles. The full articles are navigated to by clicking 
preview of the article in the top-level. 

 
Figure 9 - AnyReader navigation bar (top-level). 

Full-articles are paginated and swiping up and down does navigation within the 
article. Swiping left or right navigates to the next or previous article in the full-
article view. If the reader is in the first page of the article, swiping up navigates to 
the corresponding view in the top-level. The articles are divided in the sections, 
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which are color coded in the navigation bar. Navigation bar in the top-level shows 
all the different sections and all the top-level pages. Navigation bar in the full-
article view shows all the articles in the corresponding section as shown in Figure 
10. 

 
Figure 10 - AnyReader navigation bar (bottom-level). 
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All of the images in AnyReader full-article view open in a full-screen image 
gallery when tapped as shown in Figure 11. The image gallery is a carousel style 
gallery where all the images in the article can be browsed. The automatic layout 
algorithm limits the layout so that only one image can be shown in a single page 
and therefore some images are only shown in the carousel. When this is true, this 
is indicated with a graphic shown in the top-right corner of the image in the left 
screenshot in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11 - Screenshots of AnyReader image gallery operation. 

2.4 HTML5 magazine 

Web standards based magazine was developed as a test platform using open 
frameworks. It uses some of the new HTML5 features, JavaScript and Baker 
eBook framework for iPad to include a navigation bar and some other user 
interaction features. The magazine is still viewable and fully functional in all 
kinds of modern browsers. The development of this systems is described in more 
detail in section 3. Figure 12 includes screenshots of three different parts of the 
HTML5 magazine. 
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Figure 12 - Screenshots of the developed HTML5 magazine. Contents-page (left), 
column-article (middle) and picture-rich review article (right) - landscape 
orientation on top and portrait on bottom. 

The content is not paginated and articles are navigated by scrolling up and down. 
Swiping left and right navigates between articles. Double tapping the display also 
a navigation bar shown in Figure 13, which can be used for navigation between 
articles. Tapping the article block on the contents page will navigate to the article 
in question. 

 
Figure 13 - HTML5 magazine navigation bar. 

Two different versions of the HTML5 magazine were made. The only difference 
between these versions is the image gallery used. Fancybox is a simple pop-up 
style JavaScript image gallery, which was used in the other version and 
Photoswipe is a more advanced image carousel type image gallery, which was 
used in the other version. 
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A screenshot of different image galleries are shown in Figure 14. By tapping an 
image in the article (left screenshot), in the Fancybox version a simple pop-up 
window opens on top filling the screen with maximum height or width. Image 
caption is also shown on the bottom. In the Photoswipe version a full screen 
image carousel opens where gallery images can be browsed by swiping left-or-
right, or by using the navigation buttons on the bottom, a caption is shown on top 
and images are also zoomable. The Photoswipe gallery is the only gallery type in 
the different systems that allow zooming. 

 
Figure 14 - Screenshots of HTML5 magazine image gallery types. 
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3 Our HTML5-based magazine 

3.1 Background 

The idea behind the developed magazine was to have a test platform for the 
developed image analysis algorithms to see how could those be applied in 
practice. The long-term goal is to create more cost-efficient methods for making 
cross-platform publications. Magazines are very image-rich publications with 
many of the layout practices related to the images. Our approach is to analyze the 
images and have smart adaptive templates for the articles to create cross-platform 
publications automatically. 

Web standards are a great solution for presenting the content in different platform. 
Currently implemented features of HTML5/CSS3 are of huge help making the 
layout possible at the moment. In the future as especially CSS3 matures, there are 
some great advantages coming for magazine-style layouts, like CSS-regions, 
paged-media, grids, etc. With so many open HTML5 and JavaScript frameworks 
available for the iPad, it was an easy choice. 

In Section 3.2 the basics of the image based analysis and the logic how the 
analysis is used in the layout is described. In Sections 3.3-3.7 the most important 
web frameworks used to create the magazine are described. Additionally 
JavaScript libraries used are Hyphenator.js7 for text hyphenation, Fancybox8 for 
image pop-up style image gallery and Photoswipe9 for image carousel style image 
gallery. Most of the frameworks also rely on jQuery10 JavaScript library. 

3.2 Basics of algorithms and logic 

The algorithms developed in 2010 (D 4.1.2.311 Visual concepts and algorithms) 
were used and some new algorithms were added. The algorithms developed 
before were color saliency map, skin color map, edge map, textureness map, 
salient color map, color palette, importance map and center of importance. 
New algorithms were face detection (face map) and continuing perspective lines 
analysis (pespective). Face detection algorithm is a very critical part in making a 
reliable importance map or main-object map.  

OpenCV12 implementation of Viola & Jones [1] face detection method was used. 
The method is computed in a multiscale mode to get better confidence values. 

                                                
7 http://code.google.com/p/hyphenator/ 
8 http://fancybox.net/ 
9 http://www.photoswipe.com/ 
10 http://jquery.com/ 
11 
http://tivit.dicole.net/presentations/attachment_original/551/19459/D4.1.2.3_Crossmedia_Visual_concepts_and_
algorithms.pdf 
12 http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/ 
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Three different learning sets are used for frontal and non-frontal faces. Frontal 
learning set works for most cases and non-frontal learning set images, which are 
faced towards left or right. 

Hough transform based line detection was used for continuing perspective lines 
analysis. The method is similar to the one described by Fernandes and Oliveira 
[2]. 

The different automation features are article color, overlaying text, automatic 
cropping, contents-page and image alignment. Figure 15 illustrates how 
different algorithms were combined in different automation features. 

 
Figure 15 - Algorithms that were used with different automation features. 

In article color feature, color palette of all the images in the article are processed. 
The CIEDE2000 color difference [3] is calculated to the color presets that would 
be defined per magazine basis plus a saturation value for each color. The color 
with lowest color difference to any of the color presets and highest saturation 
value is selected as the color for the corresponding image. From all the colors the 
color with most similar colors in terms of CIEDE2000 color difference is selected 
as the article color. An example of the article color feature is illustrated in Figure 
16. 
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Figure 16 - Article color feature is based on color palette of all the images in the 
article. 

Automatic cropping and overlaying text features are used in the articles with full-
page image front page. In automatic cropping different versions of the front-page 
image is made by cropping the original image for to fill the display in different 
device orientations. The area with highest sum of importance is selected. Then the 
importance map is used in the overlaying text feature to find an area that with 
lowest importance to selected the position for the title box. An example of 
automatic cropping and overlaying text features are illustrated in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17 - Automatic cropping and overlaying text features used in making the 
full-page image front page. 

Contents-page is one example of a feature that can be generated fully 
automatically. The main image of each article is selected for the corresponding 
article. The image is cropped similarly as in the automatic cropping feature. The 
image alignment and horizontal fading is also selected based on the image 
importance map. The text includes three elements in pre-defined hierarchical 
ordering. The example of contents-page feature is illustrated in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18 - Automatically generated contents-page based on the importance map. 

Image alignment feature is based on perspective, center of importance and face 
orientation values for each image. Using a weighted sum of these three values, a 
left- or right-alignment is selected for each image. Based on the template this 
value is either used or not. In the current templates it isn't used that much, but 
could be used in different ways to create more automatic variation in the layout. 
An example of image alignment feature is illustrated in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19 - Example of image alignment. 

3.3 Baker-framework 

Baker13 is an open-source HTML5 ebook framework to publish interactive books 
and magazines on iPad & iPhone. Basically it's just a native iOS application for 
displaying HTML5-pages. It implements a digital magazine style navigation bar 
on the bottom of the display, swiping gestures and optimized rendering modes for 
faster browsing. Baker 1.0 was initially released on November 2010. The Baker 
web page is shown in Figure 20. 

                                                
13 http://bakerframework.com/ 
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Figure 20 - Baker ebook Framework 

HPub specification14 is a specification for HTML5 publications, which the Baker 
ebook community coordinates. It is meant to be a standard way of handling 
HTML5 publications in different platforms. The specification hasn't changed very 
much since the 1.0 release in 2010, but the Baker community has added some 
Baker specific additional features. A screenshot of the specification is shown in 
Figure 21 and a screenshot of some of the parameters in Figure 22. 

                                                
14 https://github.com/Simbul/baker/wiki/hpub-specification 
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Figure 21 - HPub Specification 

 
Figure 22 - HPub parameters 
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Friar15 is an Android port of Baker, which was released in May 2011. Currently 
the Friar developer isn't part of the Baker community, but only a copy of Baker 
for the Android platform. The Friar web page is shown in Figure 23. Currently 
there are dozens of publications in the App store made with Baker, but so far none 
seem to have been published with Friar. 

 
Figure 23 - Friar is Android port of Baker 

3.4 Laker 

Laker16 is a framework for designing digital publications in HTML5. It uses 
Baker framework for native iOS applications, but includes readymade templates 
and HTML/jQuery features for magazine style publications. It was developed as 
part of diploma thesis. It heavily depends on Less Framework for adapting to 
different devices and device orientations. The Laker web page is shown in Figure 
24. 

                                                
15 http://friar.szuhanchang.com/ 
16 http://www.lakercompendium.com/ 
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Figure 24 - Laker compendium 

3.5 CSS3 Media Queries 

W3C CSS Media Queries17 are one of the new features in CSS3. The media 
queries specification is actually still in the W3C candidate recommendation status 
and might be updated. It's also one of the few CSS3 features, which have had 
good browser support for many versions back as can be seen in Figure 25.  

                                                
17 http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-mediaqueries/ 
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Figure 25 - Browser support for CSS3 Media Queries 

The idea behind media queries is to have media dependent style-sheets. A general 
use case is to use sans serif fonts when a document is displayed on a screen and 
serif fonts when printed. This has been extended to have different style-sheets for 
different device orientations (portrait and landscape) and different devices types 
(tablet, mobile, desktop, etc.). 

3.6 Less Framework 

Less Framework18 is one of the popular frameworks for making adaptive 
websites. It is based in CSS media queries for detecting 4 different layout types. 
Default layout is 992 pixels wide (10 columns) and designed for desktops, laptops 
and tablets in landscape mode. Tablet layout is 768 pixels wide (8 columns) and 
designed for iPads and other tablets in portrait mode. Mobile layout is 320 pixels 
wide (3 columns) and designed for iPhones and other mobile devices in portrait 
mode. Wide mobile layout is 480 pixels wide (5 columns) and designed for 
iPhone and other mobile devices in landscape mode. Less Framework web page is 
shown in Figure 26. 

                                                
18 http://lessframework.com/ 
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Figure 26 - LESS framework 

3.7 Fonts 

Web typography has been very limited for a long time. Developers, who don't 
want to use any external libraries, have had to rely on web-safe fonts, which are a 
limited number of fonts guaranteed to be included in most operating systems. Still 
it wasn't totally guaranteed that everything would look exactly the same in 
different environments. CSS2 introduced @font-face rule, which allowed a 
remote font to be downloaded and used in the web page. This has been 
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controversial as everyone can then freely download that font, which can break the 
font license. 

Web Open Font Format19 (WOFF) is a W3C candidate recommendation for a 
font-packaging format, which is hoped to become the standard web font format. It 
is currently supported by most modern browsers and used in open font format 
collections like Google web fonts20. To be sure that the font is supported by most 
browser, even older ones, font conversion services, like Font squirrel @font-face 
generator21 can be used to make different formats of the font. Font squirrel service 
in Figure 27 is a simple web-service where a non-licensed font can be uploaded 
and the service automatically creates different format versions of the font and CSS 
code to use the font. 

 
Figure 27 - Font squirrel @font-face generator 

Unfortunately just by using the @font-face rule, WOFF and services like the Font 
Squirrel, only the basic typography is covered by allowing any non-licensed font 
to be used with cross-browser compatibility. The tricky part is to make advanced 

                                                
19 http://www.w3.org/TR/WOFF/ 
20 http://www.google.com/webfonts 
21 http://www.fontsquirrel.com/fontface/generator 
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typographic modifications like ligatures working in a web environment. Most of 
the advanced features are coming in W3C CSS3 Fonts Module, which is currently 
in a Working Draft status and the currently supported by only some browsers. 
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4 Usability tests 

4.1 Idea 

The goal of the user tests and expert evaluations was to get summative and 
formative analysis of the usability of different layouts. Summative analysis of the 
layout aims at defining the overall quality of a magazine interface. This can be 
used to rank layout versions according to the usability of the magazine. Formative 
analysis is done to help improve the interface by finding usability problems in the 
layouts and suggesting design fixes to erase those problems. How these analyses 
are done, is discussed below. 

Layout, in this section, is considered as a functional interactive interface (e.g. 
navigation bars, toolbars) of the magazine as well as the interplay between images 
and texts in the magazine. The four different tablet magazine versions are referred 
as WoodWing (“iPad magazine” in section 2.2), AnyReader (2.3), Fancybox and 
Photoswipe (different image-browsing systems of the “HTML5 magazine” in 2.4 
were tested as separate magazines). 

4.2 Expert evaluation 

Expert evaluation of all four magazines was done before user tests. The author 
first simply used magazines as a user normally would. Then each magazine was 
examined more thoroughly. Examination was done using heuristic evaluation of 
the user interface as instructed by Nielsen [4]. According to Nielsen, it has been 
shown by several studies that heuristic evaluation has found usability problems 
that were overlooked by user testing. This means that the best results in finding 
usability problems are achieved by combining both user tests and evaluation.  

As a result of the heuristic evaluation, a list of usability problems of each 
magazine was created. Heuristic evaluation by only one expert is expected to find 
60% of all the usability problems of a user interface in average. In this study, the 
primary goal of the expert evaluation was to find most of the major usability 
problems so that the tasks of the user tests could be designed to include these. 
After user tests, it will be confirmed whether the problems encountered were 
thought as severe usability problems or only minor glitches, which are easily 
overcome. 

4.3 User tests 

In this study, user tests were emphasized more than expert evaluation in the 
usability tests. User tests were done with four groups of ten users who all tested 
different layout versions of the same Tietokone iPad magazine issue. Group 1 
tested the AnyReader magazine. Group 2 tested the retail iPad magazine. Groups 
3 and 4 tested the HTML5 magazine with different image galleries, Fancybox 
(Group 3) and Photoswipe (Group 4). 
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User tests were done by instructing the users to do 10 tasks, which required them 
to use the tablet magazine on iPad to find the correct answers. Task order was 
randomized between all users to avoid the different effect on the perceived 
usability of the same task order in different magazines. Tasks were designed so 
that by doing the task, user would encounter several usability problems. Different 
magazine layouts have different usability problems so the challenge of the task 
design was to address the problems evenly between magazines and at the same 
time emulate natural magazine usage. 

Tasks (presented in Appendix) varied from finding certain article or information 
from the magazine to choosing one photo of choice from an article. First task was 
a practice task for those who hadn’t used iPad before and all the gestures for 
navigating in the magazine interface were presented (tap, swipe, pinch etc.). Then 
the 10 actual tasks were presented in a random order. After the tasks, users were 
instructed to browse the magazine freely 5-10 minutes. Finally, users filled a SUS 
(System Usability Scale) questionnaire (also in Appendix) [4]. 

Usability inspection methods used in the user tests were observation, think aloud, 
eye-tracking and task performance measurements (from which SUM was 
calculated). The test facilitator observed users as they did the tasks, making notes 
of peculiar behavior and discovered usability problems for example. System 
Usability Metric, or SUM, is a task usability metric, which takes into account task 
completion (fail/success), number of errors during a task, task time and subjective 
satisfaction (questionnaire after every task in Appendix) of doing a task [5]. SUM 
and SUS scores are produced purely for summative analysis of the different layout 
interfaces. Formative analysis is done from the data of think aloud and eye-
tracking. These methods are discussed below.  

4.4 Think aloud 

Think aloud protocol, or TAP, can be described as an indirect way of reading a 
user’s mind. Users are simply asked to think aloud what they think and feel, why 
they do something and what irritates or delights them. This affects user task 
performance but when all of the users were asked to think aloud, task performance 
measurements should be comparable between the four magazine versions. The 
strength of the TAP is the wealth of qualitative data it allows to be collected from 
a small sample size of users. 

Some users found it hard to think aloud but usually after a few tasks they didn’t 
even notice they were talking. Tests were videotaped to record all the comments 
and at the same time to record gestures used to control the iPad. These recordings 
were synced with eye-tracking recordings for analyzing. 

4.5 Eye-tracking 

Eye-tracking, or ET, can also be described as an indirect way of reading user’s 
mind. Eye-mind hypothesis (“People think, what they are looking”) is a rough 
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generalization of the cognitive process but it holds true often enough that eye-
tracking can be used to collect usability data. 

The SMI eye-tracking system22 used utilizes infrared technology like most 
modern eye-tracking devices. The device sends non-collimated light from two 
sources to illuminate user’s eyes. With infrared light and camera, user’s pupils are 
differentiated from the surrounding cornea and with the other light source a 
corneal reflection is created. With location of pupils and corneal reflections, 
user’s gaze on the monitor can be traced after a calibration. Screen capture from 
the eye-tracking software is presented in Figure 28. 

 
Figure 28 - Screen capture from the SMI iViewX –eye-tracking software. White 
crosshair shows the location of the pupil and black crosshair the location of the 
corneal reflection. When also relative locations between eyes, monitor and eye-
tracking device are known, gaze position on the monitor can be calculated. 

In this study, SMI eye-tracking device was fixed under a 22-inch monitor. A steel 
plate frame to hold the iPad on the monitor was build. User’s eyes were calibrated 
to the monitor just below the iPad. SMI Experiment Center was used to create an 
experiment with ten Screen Recording tasks and two calibrations. Epiphan Frame 
Grabber23 hardware was used to capture the iPad video output and to stream it live 
on the desktop directly under the iPad mounted on top of the monitor. Now 
Screen Recording feature, which records user’s gaze on the desktop, could be 
used to record user’s gaze on the iPad. Eye-tracking system is illustrated in  

                                                
22 http://www.smivision.com/en/gaze-and-eye-tracking-systems/products/red-red250-red-500.html 
23 http://www.epiphan.com/products/dvi-frame-grabbers/dvi2usb/ 
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Figure 29 - How to eye-track an iPad. Eye-tracking device and iPad were fixed on to 
the monitor below, which showed live stream from the iPad video-out signal.  

4.6 Analysis 

As discussed before, analysis done in this study had two goals. Summative 
analysis tries to sum up the perceived usability to an objective metric so that 
different versions of the magazine layouts and navigation systems can be scored 
and ranked. Formative analysis aims at finding usability problems and, more 
importantly, correcting them. Summative analysis is done with SUM and SUS 
scores, formative with think aloud and eye-tracking. 

SUS questionnaire is presented at the end of the test, after free browsing of the 
magazine. If users missed some key features of the magazine during task phase, 
they were instructed how to find them. Also users were asked to try the iPad in 
landscape orientation, if they didn’t do that by themselves when they got to hold 
the device (Eye-tracking demanded that iPad was fixed into portrait orientation 
during task phase). SUS score ranges from 0 to 100 with 100 being the best score 
for perceived usability of a product. 

SUM score measures usability from tasks and it consists of four elements shown 
in Figure 30: time on task, number of errors, completion and average satisfaction. 
Time is measured from start of the task (touching the iPad) to finish (user states 
he is finished). Number of errors is the ratio of real user errors to all possible 
errors. Completion is simply 1 if user completes the task with a correct answer 
and 0 if user fails to complete the task in a five-minute time limit or gives a wrong 
answer. Subjective satisfaction of doing the task is asked after each task. SUM 
score for a product is a percentage from 0 to 100 with 100 % being the best score 
for usability of that product. 
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Figure 30 - SUM encapsulates efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction (from the 
ISO standard of Usability [7]) into a single metric [6]. 

Formative analysis was done primarily with think aloud and eye-tracking data. 
Some formative analysis was also done with the data from the expert evaluations. 
To analyze both think aloud and eye-tracking data, gaze replay video and think 
aloud video were synced and combined. This combined video shown in Figure 31 
was analyzed qualitatively to find usability problems and solutions from the 
magazines. 

 
Figure 31 - Screen capture of the video used in analysis. 
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5 Results 

5.1 Task time 

 
Figure 32 - Task time means of all ten tasks for every magazine (95% confidence 
interval margins of error) 

T-‐test	  pairs	   Fancybox	   PhotoSweep	   WoodWing	  

AnyReader	   0,118	   0,009	   0,051	  

Fancybox	   	   0,246	   0,631	  

PhotoSweep	   	   	   0,513	  

Figure 33 - Probability if the means of two magazines are the same (results of a 
two-tailed t-test between means of the task times) 

In usability evaluation, task time is used as a measure of efficiency, which is one 
of four parts of the ISO standard of usability definition [7]. Figure 32 shows the 
task time means and error margins plotted for each magazine. The four bars each 
are an average of hundred elapsed task times of ten tasks from ten users. The 
Photoswipe HTML5 –magazine has the lowest task time which suggests that it is 
the most efficient interface. 

T-test for statistical significant differences between the means is presented in 
Figure 33. Due to a variance between task complexities, the only statistically 
significant difference in the comparison between means is that Photoswipe has 
lower task times than AnyReader (confidence interval 95%, α/2 = 0,025 > 
Photoswipe – AnyReader T-test = 0,009). 
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Figure 34 - Task time means of different tasks for every magazine (95% confidence 
interval margins of error) 

Figure 34 shows significant differences between magazines for certain tasks. For 
example task 7 shows a 2-minute difference between the best and the worst 
magazines. The task was to find an article about tablet computers and a 
comparison table of the technical specs. Then users were to select one tablet 
device from the table and find the corresponding review and photo of the device. 
Unlike the other magazines, AnyReader’s dynamic layout automatically separated 
the review article from the general tablet article to a different page making the 
task very difficult. In fact, the task was undoable inside the 5-minute time limit for 
half of the users (incomplete task times were marked as ‘300’ for the graph). 
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5.2 SUS – System Usability Score 

 

Figure 35 - System Usability Score means for every magazine and 95% confidence 
interval margins of error shown 

The System Usability Score was calculated from a SUS questionnaire presented to 
every user at the end of the tests, directly after free browsing. It would seem that 
the HTML5 magazine with the Photoswipe image browsing has the best usability 
having 10 point advantage to the other magazines. However, due to relatively 
small sample size (10 users per magazine) and high variance, the 95% confidence 
interval yields in margin of error of 11 – 12 points. Including the margin of error, 
the differences between magazines are not statistically significant. 

Nevertheless these results support the results got from the expert evaluation, task 
times and the following SUM score, so a strong case can be made from all the 
summative evaluations to rank the magazines in this order. 
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5.3 SUM – System Usability Metric 

 
Figure 36 - System Usability Metric means for every magazine and 95% confidence 
interval margins of error shown 

As discussed before, System Usability Metric combines four usability measures 
(task time, completion rate, error rate, satisfaction) into a one scalar on a task 
level. Figure 36 shows these task-level SUMs averaged over every magazine. 
Again, due to high variance in all four usability measures and tasks and small 
sample size, the margins of error are very large, about 20%-points in the SUM 
score. But if one examines the means of the SUMs, a very similar trend with SUS 
score in Figure 35 can be seen. 

Even though these quantitative and summative results presented have broad error 
margins due to aforementioned reasons, a clear trend can be seen from the figures 
Figure 32 – Figure 36. All measures have ranked the AnyReader version lowest 
and Photoswipe version highest. As a conclusion, it seems that the semi-
automatically layouted Photoswipe HTML5 -interface offers the best 
quantitatively measured usability out of the four tablet magazine interfaces. 

5.4 Eye-tracking 

The results from eye-tracking were used to formatively analyze the magazines. 
Result in this case means a usability problem (and a correction) found by an eye-
tracking analysis. Three example results from eye-tracking are presented from 
different magazines. Figure 37 shows a gaze replay from a user who’s trying to 
find an article titled “10 vekkulia USB-lelua”. In fact, he’s briefly looking at the 
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headline, but at the same time bolder and bigger font style (“1 Oma portsari”) 
demands more attention thus distracting the user so badly that in the end he was 
unable to complete the simple task. 

Figure 38 shows a gaze replay from a user whose task is to read the description of 
all the 10 USB-devices. Last three devices are hidden by a scrollable column on 
the right side which is indicated by small arrows near number ‘4’. Infact, the 
arrows are so small that even when user is looking at the proximity, the indicator 
wasn’t seen. In this case, user eventually discovers the scrolling column (but not 
the arrows) and was able to complete the task. 

Figure 39 shows a gaze replay from a user who browses the content page. Fast 
browsing of the content texts of each article is hampered by the fact that the text 
position changes from left to right side. This zigzag pattern can be seen from the 
gaze replay video and some users made the point also verbally. 

 
Figure 37 - Screen capture of a gaze replay video from the AnyReader magazine 
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Figure 38 - Screen capture of a gaze replay video from the WoodWing magazine 
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Figure 39 - Screen capture of a gaze replay video from the HTML5 magazine 

Besides gaze replay shown in Figure 37 – Figure 39, some other information can 
be extracted from eye-tracking. Heat maps, eye candy of the eye-tracking data, 
can’t be used effectively in the tablet context because of the dynamic and highly 
variable browsing behavior between users. Heat maps are usually used to display 
the average gaze path of multiple users on a static screen in a still image.  

Because of the dynamic and varied nature of the data, a video was made to 
demonstrate the differences of typical browsing and gazing behavior in the 
magazines. The video24 shows gaze “heat maps” of three users doing the same 
task (Task 2 in Appendix). Pupil diameter can also be extracted from the eye-
tracking data and this can be used as an indication of arousal (work in progress). 

                                                
24 http://tivit.dicole.net/presentations/show/657/10369 
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6 Conclusions 

The results described in this report and the results described in Aesthetic measures 
for automated magazine layout for tablet devices25 indicates that HTML5 
prototype developed in this project was preferred over the other solutions. 
Especially the simplicity of the layout and article navigation with scrolling were 
decisive factors. From the updated versions of the HTML5 magazine, the 
PhotoSwipe version with the zoomable image gallery was preferred the most. Free 
user comments and eye-tracking showed to produce the most useful results. 

This work shows that HTML5 is already a great tool for creating content with 
dynamic layout. Most solutions in the past have concentrated in newspaper style 
content, but this work shows that visually rich magazine style content can also be 
presented with HTML5 as dynamic layout based on CSS3 media queries. HTML5 
(and CSS3) standardization is still unfinished and many of the useful features are 
still being developed. 

                                                
25 http://tivit.dicole.net/wiki/show/657/Deliverables_Task_2 
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Appendix 

User instructions, task descriptions and user questionnaire used in the experiments. This is the 
default task order which can be used as a reference for example to the Figure 34. Order of  
tasks 2 – 11 were randomized for the user tests. 
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